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Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos makes it easy for you to create custom thumbnails for your videos. You can
select from a number of options including sizes, color types, fonts, and text and background color combinations.

Custom thumbnails are created in seconds with no design experience required! Create custom thumbnails for
YouTube videos in seconds! No design experience required! Select from a variety of options such as size, color
type, fonts, and background color combinations. Convert video files to the following formats: 3GP, MP4, MP3,
WAV, WMA Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos features ★ Select from a variety of image styles, including

photo, line art, logo, and classic. ★ Export images to PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, WebP, and Cursor formats. ★
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Import images from your computer as PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, WebP, and Cursor formats. ★ Automatically
crop thumbnails to fit within a maximum size of 1 MB. ★ Apply a transparent background. ★ Apply a black
background. ★ Apply a white background. ★ Apply a plain color background. ★ Drag and drop images from

Windows Explorer. ★ Rotate images and keep the original aspect ratio. ★ Add text to an image or background. ★
Add background image(s). ★ Choose text, font, size, alignment, and color. ★ Delete images, backgrounds, and

text. ★ Use the magnifying glass tool to locate and select an image. ★ Download YouTube videos to your computer
as MP3, MP4, 3GP, and WAV files. ★ Optimize video quality by changing video encoding formats. ★ Convert

video files to the following formats: 3GP, MP4, MP3, WAV, WMA ★ Adjust the speed of video playback and file
conversion. ★ Save or load workspaces, when your settings are saved to your project. ★ Export finished

thumbnails in PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, WebP, and Cursor formats. ★ Import thumbnails from your
computer as PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, WebP, and Cursor formats. ★ Automatically crop thumbnails to fit
within a maximum size of 1 MB. ★ Apply a transparent background. ★ Apply a black background. ★ Apply a

white background. ★ Apply a plain color

Thumbnail Maker For YouTube Videos With License Code Free Download For Windows

Create all kind of high quality text animations and graphics in just a few clicks. It can be used on websites, blogs,
presentations and screencasts. KEYMACRO is a powerful and easy to use macro solution for the most popular

WYSIWYG editors. PimpMyPlaylists is a free application that can be used to add playlists to YouTube and other
platforms. There are a number of design features, from adding titles and descriptions, to adding special effects and

backgrounds, to playing random songs from your playlists. You are also given the chance to make your videos
automatically. You also get a lot of great content. Does it have enough functionality? PimpMyPlaylists is a great
application. You get all the functionality you will need, and it's all extremely easy to use. It is also very simple to

add your own content. You can add thumbnails, descriptions, special effects and backgrounds, and much more. The
best part is that it comes to your aid with a lot of great content. How well does it function? This program runs

smoothly, and there are no issues whatsoever. There are also no visual issues that you would be able to notice. The
main issue with this program is the fact that there are no other features that you might want. You are only given the
chance to add playlists, which is about it. PimpMyPlaylists is a good application. It comes with all the features you
will need, and it's a lot of fun to use. There is, of course, a price to pay for the excellent content that you will get.

KEYMACRO Description: PimpMyPlaylists is a free application that can be used to add playlists to YouTube and
other platforms. There are a number of design features, from adding titles and descriptions, to adding special

effects and backgrounds, to playing random songs from your playlists. You are also given the chance to make your
videos automatically. You also get a lot of great content. GiveMeYourSocks is a free application that can be used to
add a background to your videos. You can choose the background you want, but if you don't like the one that you

get, you can change it anytime. This program works both on Windows and Mac. Does it have enough functionality?
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GiveMeYourSocks is a nice app. The application works on both Windows and Mac. There is quite a lot of
functionality with it. It includes a variety of 77a5ca646e
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Thumbnails are little previews of your videos, which are displayed next to your videos in the YouTube user
interface. You can also use them in comments and on your profile. They are also used by many other online
services, such as Facebook and Vimeo. There are tons of great tools and apps available for creating awesome
thumbnails. Today I will review a FREE YouTube thumbnail maker, which is named Thumbnail Maker for
YouTube Videos. Thumbnails are little previews of your videos, which are displayed next to your videos in the
YouTube user interface. You can also use them in comments and on your profile. They are also used by many other
online services, such as Facebook and Vimeo. There are tons of great tools and apps available for creating awesome
thumbnails. Today I will review a FREE YouTube thumbnail maker, which is named Thumbnail Maker for
YouTube Videos. Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos is exactly what the name says. It's an easy to use
application that gives you the chance to create various elements for your YouTube channel, most notably
thumbnails for your uploaded videos. You can design your channel's header, for example. The application features
a lot of customizable options, the only downside being it's freemium model. Does it have enough functionality? The
app includes and incorporates a lot of aspects and ideas. From creating your own logo, to actually designing a
channel header background, you can do quite a lot with Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos. The most
important feature is, of course, the video thumbnail part. It works flawlessly, there are plenty of options and it's
easy to operate any of the settings that you are given control of. The most important downside, if not the only one,
is the fact that there are usage restrictions for some of the content. You need to pay to have access to some of the
more advanced designs. It's a pity, but it could very well prove to be worth it. At the same time, the content offered
for free is not at all limiting. There are plenty of free designs, and they too can prove to be inspiring. How well
does it function? There are no performance issues with this program. It runs smooth as butter, and this means your
experience will, most likely, be a great one. You can create thumbnails in seconds. All you have to do is drag
segments and pieces and tie them nicely into one final, beautiful image. You can import your own design, as well.
There are plenty

What's New in the Thumbnail Maker For YouTube Videos?

Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos is exactly what the name says. It's an easy to use application that gives you
the chance to create various elements for your YouTube channel, most notably thumbnails for your uploaded
videos. You can design your channel's header, for example. The application features a lot of customizable options,
the only downside being it's freemium model. The app includes and incorporates a lot of aspects and ideas. From
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creating your own logo, to actually designing a channel header background, you can do quite a lot with Thumbnail
Maker for YouTube Videos. The most important feature is, of course, the video thumbnail part. It works
flawlessly, there are plenty of options and it's easy to operate any of the settings that you are given control of. The
most important downside, if not the only one, is the fact that there are usage restrictions for some of the content.
You need to pay to have access to some of the more advanced designs. It's a pity, but it could very well prove to be
worth it. At the same time, the content offered for free is not at all limiting. There are plenty of free designs, and
they too can prove to be inspiring. How well does it function? There are no performance issues with this program.
It runs smooth as butter, and this means your experience will, most likely, be a great one. You can create
thumbnails in seconds. All you have to do is drag segments and pieces and tie them nicely into one final, beautiful
image. You can import your own design, as well. There are plenty of options for you to choose from, and none of
them seem to force the user to make a compromise. David Grey Rating I've used so many things for YouTube
thumbnails, it's time I found a software that makes thumbnails work for me. I was looking for a software to make
the thumbnails I'm usually getting from other people on YouTube. And the lack of good options out there always
bothered me. Well, Thumbnail Maker for YouTube Videos is exactly what the name says. It's an easy to use
application that gives you the chance to create various elements for your YouTube channel, most notably
thumbnails for your uploaded videos. You can design your channel's header, for example. The application features
a lot of customizable options, the only downside being it's freemium model. There are no performance issues with
this program. It runs smooth as butter, and this means your experience will, most likely, be a great one. You can
create thumbnails in seconds. All you have to do is drag segments and pieces and tie them nicely into one final,
beautiful image. You can import your own design, as well. There are plenty of options for you to choose from, and
none of them seem to force the user
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System Requirements For Thumbnail Maker For YouTube Videos:

1.3 GigaPixel NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080/AMD Radeon™ R9 Fury X(Multi-GPU enabled) 2.5 GHz Core
i5-4590, 3.4 GHz Core i7-4790(Multi-GPU enabled) 9 GB of RAM Minimum Display size: 2560x1440, Must be
Full HD You can run up to 4 monitors simultaneously, each with 2x2 screen mode. Suggested resolution of
2560x1440 Program runs in DirectX 11 Additional note
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